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EDIT: These are screenshots from gparted: ... Blivet-gui uses the same storage backend as the Fedora installer, so it's completely
capable of .... However, it seems that blivet-gui will be a replacement for the venerable Gparted tool that Linux users are
familiar with. The reason? Gparted .... I used blivet-gui to partition sde hard drive for uefi install yesterday,I went ... functions
anyhow so will stick with GParted which I know works fine.. Podzimek's blog states, “The GUI of blivet-gui is heavily based on
GParted's UI to minimize the surprise, which is very important in such a .... EDIT: I tried the blivet gui, but it puts a max of 4
partitions on a hard drive. That's less ... Use gparted to create and label the partitions. Graphical .... gparted wont do lvm, use
fedora live cd and install and run blivet-gui. View entire discussion (17 comments). More posts from the Fedora community.
61.. I started working on blivet-gui more than a year ago. The UI was originally mostly inspired by GParted -- its UI and
visualization of partitions is .... Fedora: Goodbye Gparted, Hello blivet-gui -- article related to The Main Page and Software..
Blivet-GUI's design was originally inspired by the popular GParted ... for storage management that's used by Fedora's Anaconda
Installer.. blivet-gui is what you want. Still not as flexible as the CLI, sadly.. The new tool is named blivet-gui after the blivet
python library (orig... ... Fedora is going to replace GParted none of the existing GUI partitioning .... Manually resizing the SD
card using a GUI with GParted. GParted Linux ... In order to install Fedora in a dual-boot configuration, it is … - Selection ...
The new tool, known as blivet-gui, is based on the blivet Python library used in Anaconda.. Blivet-gui requires the Python blivet
module, which uses Anaconda, the default installer on Fedora and Red Hat. The tool is visually based on GParted [6].. He notes
that there's a lot of GParted's UI to make it easy to use the ... that environments like Gtk and Qt can can use blivet-gui as part of
their UI.. Fedora's Blivet Partition Manager Is Getting A New GUI ... Blivet-GUI's design was originally inspired by the popular
GParted interface while .... With GParted you can resize, copy, and move partitions without data loss, enabling you to: Grow or
shrink your C: drive; Create space for new operating systems .... The developer Red Hat presented the new partition manager
blivet-gui, software that may be included in Fedora 21. blivet-gui GParted partition .... Crazy idea: creation of an official blivet-
gui only distribution, "à la Gparted" #25. Closed. q2dg opened this issue on Jul 26, 2016 · 3 comments. Closed .... GParted could
perhaps be the most popular GUI-based partition manager available for Linux distributions. You might have it pre-installed
in .... blivet-gui: a new Fedora partition manager. Fedora gets a new partition manager which is going to replace good old
GParted, an announcement in the Fedora forums just popped up. The new tool is named blivet-gui as it is based on the blivet
python library (originally Anaconda's storage management and configuration tool). 640313382f 
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